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FOSSIL BIRD EXPERTS FLOCK TO AREA

Along with the Smithsonian Institution, the Calvert Marine Museum was very pleased to help organize and
co-host the recent Fourth International
Meeting of the Society of Avian Paleontology and Evolution (SAPE),
held from June 3rd-7th. The SAPE scientific sessions took place at the Smithsonian's Ripley Center on the
Capitol Mall, and the program also included a field trip to Calvert Cliffs fossil site followed by a crab feast
and tour of CMM's exhibits and collection on June 6th. One of the participants on the cliffs excursion,
Evgeny Kurochkin from the Paleontological Institute in Moscow, found a partial duck humerus near
Governors Run, one of only a very few fossil ducks recovered from the local Miocene. Mike McClosky joined
the group and helped out with identifying shark teeth and other beach finds. In all, some 80 participants
from 18 countries, including members from as far away as New Zealand, Australia, South Africa, China, and
Argentina, attended the SAPE conference. The talks and discussions ranged from the extinction of birds on
Polynesian islands, to the latest thinking on Archaeopteryx and the still-contested
theory that birds evolved from dinosaurs. It was very exciting to welcome such a distinguished group of
international visitors to our museum, and we look forward to hosting other such events in the future.
Mike Gottfried

AVOCATIONAL PALEONTOLOGY:

Living To Learn; Learning To Share

This article is blatantly cut and pasted from an article by Dean L. Sligh in the Florida Paleontological
modified to fit both the Southern Maryland region and the writer's personal perspective.
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It has been

Nine to five, Monday through Friday, their feet are firmly anchored in the late 20th century. Their minds are committed
to survival in today's complex and highly competitive society; and their time and energies are almost completely expended
in that effort. Then, as a new weekend is born, the avoca tiona I paleontologist slips off the shackles of conformity and
enters the world of way long ago. Prowling the beaches of southern Maryland, or combing the mine pits of eastern North
Carolina, today's non-degreed paleontologists are truly citizens of two worlds.
The cliffs do not easily give up their secrets of the past and the professionals have relatively little time available for
"exploring" . The weekend fossil hunter, on the other hand, is able to pursue his or her labor of love with a fierce
determination bent on finding the biggest, the best preserved, the greatest number and yes, the previously unknown!
And of course, the "frosting on the cake" occurs when the Avo-paleost, through hundreds of hours of OJT and selfeducation, has gained the respect of professionals.
At this point synergism takes over and the results are truly greater than
either group can achieve alone. A perfect example of this is the discovery of multiple specimens of the fossil bird (???).
Cheryl Snelson found a bit of one bone showing in a block of Bed 14 material near Governor's Run. She carefully
extracted a subset of the block, and prepared it for transportation
home. In checking the cliff face nearby, she saw what
appeared to be more of the same critter. Notifying Dr. Mike at the CMM about the find, she was able to show him the
material and together to get permission to extract the remaining specimens. Over the next several weeks, both the
"amateur" and the "professional" were able to monitor the area for more specimens eroding out, and to save several more
specimens. In total, ?? specimens were recovered from the roughly 14.5 million year old bird and entered into the CMM
collection for study, description, and possible display; thus greatly enlarging our knowledge of the aviary residents of prehistoric Calvert Co.
Avocational

paleontology

is unquestionable

a Win-Win situation.

Submitted

by: Mike Ellwood

PREP REP REPORT
Members of the Fossil Club and Museum have done an A+ job of
supplying the Prep Lab with specimens and matrix for preparation.
Over the last six months their efforts have made it possible to add
needed specimens to the invertebrate drawers for the Fossil Wing's
new exhibit and more than three hundred specimens to the Museum's
permanent collection.
Early in January Skip and Cheryl Snelson brought in frozen
blocks of matrix from the Calvert Formation,
unit 14 south of
Parker
Creek,
which
yielded
eleven
specimens,
and
shortly
thereafter
Mike Ellwood
donated
several
"pearls"
(calcareous
growths which sometimes develop in Panopea americana) and an entire
sand dollar.
Then later in the spring Norm Riker helped pare down
our list of "wanted species"
for the exhibit by allowing me to
select needed specimens from his extensive personal collection of
invertebrate fossils.
Thanks to Norm, Ecphora tricostata pamlico,
Cancellaria engonata, Ancistrosyrinx(?)
rotifera, Epitonium expansa
and E. sayanum, and several other relatively rare taxa will be on
view for fellow collectors.
still another member, Joe Miller, also
provided several specimens from his collection from the Ranch Club.
Throughout this period Jean Hooper has tirelessly collected
specimens and samples for the lab from the area north of Driftwood
r-s -QQna-ti-e-ns
-alone -have provided more thant-wo hundred
Beach·. -.J-ean
specimens from the Conoy and Little Cove Point members of the st.
Marys
Formation
and include
a large and handsome
example
of
Modiolus ducatelli, several Pandora crassidens,
and our one and
only specimen of Periploma peralta--a remarkable find!
Another truly remarkable find, this one from Chuck Soares, was
a block of matrix containing a wonderful example of Atrina harrisi,
which
included intact
layers of the brown fibrous
layer that
overlies the nacreous underlayer of that form.
This specimen was
only one part of Chuck's back-breaking
loads that he has backpacked
through the surf from Randle Cliff to Brownie's Beach to supply us
with some excellent examples of the ancient massive oyster shells
(Pycnodonte percrassa) that occur at the base of Plum Point Marl.
These same matrix samples
also yielded approximately
120 other
specimens (25 species) from units 4-9 and the fossiliferous unit 10
of the Calvert Formation.
Extra credit must go to Sandy Roberts who has volunteered many
Sunday hours, pinch-hitting
for the missing
fossil exhibits by
displaying her personal collection of fossils, as well as to those
other volunteers--Gayle
Wichers, Jim Marsh, Amy Edenson, Bobbie
Dyke, Bob Zemel, and Mike Ellwood--who
have regularly manned the
Prep Lab.
Regrettably, the Club as a whole must be given a grade
of Incomplete--i.e.
we need more volunteers.
Let's hear from you!
Pat Fink

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

I would like to thank last year's officers for their willingness to be re-elected to
another term. The membership's unanimous vote for your re-election, is a testament of
their appreciation of your efforts. There is however, the office of Ecphora editor, which
remains unfilled. A suggestion has been made to have co-editors, with each editor being
considered a club officer and thus being automatically entitled to a position on all field
trips. If you are interested in this position, please contact me through the club's P.O. box.

At the Spring meeting, I asked the membership to send me articles for the Ecphora.
As you can see by the size of this newsletter, the response has been great. I would like to
thank, Wally Asbey, Dave Bohaska, Terry
Ellwood, Mike Gottfried, George Powell,
Sandy
Roberts
and
our club
officers
for
Cirrincione,
Don
Dixon,
Pat Fink,
Mile
submitting their articles. I hope that
more of our members will consider
contributing to the newsletter. Remember your article does not have to be scientific in
nature. The articles can pertain to your personal interests, published articles
(accompanied by their source for proper acknowiedgemeut), photos, field trip possibilities,
news from other clubs and events, or anything that might be of interest to our members.

TIiallK }lOU

The articles which appear in this newsletter are unedited and published as
submitted. Unless otherwise stated, articles published in the Ecphora are not the views or
the responsibility of the Calvert Marine Museum Society or it's fossil club.
Al Snelson

MINUTES OF THE SPRING MEETING

The meeting began with the membership thanking Connie and Larry Smith for
allowing us to hold our meeting at Matoaka Cottages and for treating us to the best chili
and garlic bread in the Chesapeake Bay area.
Mike McCloskey talked about the upcoming field trips and explained that our club
was only allotted 10 spots for the spring trip to Lee Creek. He then discussed the highlights
of the most recent trips, (see Mike's report).
Cheryl Snelson gave the Treasurer's report, stating a present balance of $1930.70.
She credits this record amount in our account to the sales of Fossil Facts booklets and tshirts. Cheryl discussed the possibility of printing another t-shirt along with hats and pins.
Members were asked to submit their suggestions for a new design for our next t-shirt, by
either mailing their ideas to the club's P.O. Box or bring them to the summer meeting.
Mike Gottfried thanked the members who have been helping out in the Paleo Prep
Lab and for the donation of specimens, which were needed for display in the lab. He
reminded us that the busy Summer season will be arriving soon and the museum will be
needing our help. Mike is planning on scheduling one more prep lab training session
before Memorial Day. July 20th will be Sharkfest Day, there will be games, crafts, and
lectures. The old Jett property located between Scientist's Cliffs and Parker's Creek is now
a preservation site open to fossil collecting.
ELECTIONS

PRESIDENT - AL SNELSON
VICE PRESIDENT - HERB ERMLER
SECRET ARY- BARB ERMLER
TREASURER-CHERYL SNELSON
FIELD TRIP COORDINATOR - MIKE MCCLOSKEY
EDITOR- This office is vacant,
if interested, please contact the president thru the club's PO Box.
MEMBERS IN ATTENDANCE
Paula, Dave, Nick & Alex Bohaska
Marge Cleven (new)
Terry Cirrincione
Betty Cridlin
David Ensign & Family
Hallie & Bob Ertman
Pat &. Don Fink
Mike Gottfried
Don Greaves

Kathy & Tom Haberny
Cheryl & AI Snelson
Carolyn Horne
Charles Soares
Diane McCloskey
Eric Woody
Sarah, Mike & Daniel McCloskey
Liz & Gil Mesec
Joe Miller
Steve Noel
Scott & Don Patterson
Donna Richardson

UPCOMING

EVENTS

Summer Meeting at CMM. 2-5 p.m. Mike Gottfried will speak,
August 10, Saturday.
show us the progress on the paleo hall, and take us into the museum's collections.
Bring recent
finds for identification and show-and-tell.
Snow date Aug. 17.
No field trips are scheduled for August. However, plans are shaping up for a number of
exciting trips in the fall, including several to sites we have not previously visited. The possibilities
(not all of which will be scheduled) include a Triassic site in Virginia, a dinosaur track site in New
Jersey, and the beach at Fairhaven, where we can collect from Bed 3 of the Calvert formation (which
is older than the other Calvert sites we typically visit). Also, we have been promised a Lee Creek
date sometime in the early fall. Watch for the next Ecphora, coming soon to a mailbox near you.

REPORTS ON RECEl\T'fFIELDTRlPS
Willows. On Sunday, May 5, Terry Cirrincione led a group of over 20 from Cl\1MFC and
the Montgomery County Gem, Lapidary, and Mineral Society on a trip to the Willows. It was a fine
spring day, and everyone found plenty of shark teeth. Other finds incl uded shark vertebral centra,
dolphin teeth and bones, and a ray tooth (Dasyatis). However, the finds of the day were a
pathological Galeocerdo (tiger shark) with two cusps, and a 2" coarsely-serrated great white tooth
identified by Dave Bohaska (later confirmed by Bob Purdy) as Carcharodol1 carcharia.~·,the modern
species of great white. The C. carcharias tooth is especially interesting in light of the controversy
over the relation between extinct and modern great whites. On one account the extinct species are
ancestral to the modern great white; adherents to this view place both the extinct and modern
species in the genus Carcharodon. An alternative hypothesis is .that the modern great white arose
from the mako line; proponents of this hypothesis adopt the genus name Carc;haroc!es for the extinct
great whites. The potential relevance of the C. carcharias tooth found at the Willows lies in the fact
that the vast majority of the fossils at the Willows come from the lower Calvert formation.
According to the hypothesis that C. carcharias arose from the mako lineage, the modern great white
first appeared after the time at which the lower Calvert sediments were deposited. Therefore, if the
Willows tooth indeed came from the lower Calvert, it would argue against this hypothesis.
Unfortunately, the tooth was found on the beach, and the formation from which it came cannot be
determined with certainty. Nevertheless, the find is certainly intriguing. Many thanks to Terry
Cirrincione for leading the trip.
Lee Creek. On Saturday, May 25, a small but intrepid CMMFC group entered the mine
without high hopes. It was the last weekend of the season, there had been no recent rain, and
conventional wisdom held that the collecting area was nearly played out. Spirits rose, however,
when Becky announced that she was opening a new area, and mQst of the group followed her there.
The material was not well-washed, but turned out to be reasonably productive. Shark-tooth finds by
the CMMFC party included a 4-1/2" C. megalodon, a 2-1/2" C. chubulensis, 2 C. carcharias, a very
large Hemipristis, several large makos and tigers, several nice NOlorynchus, and 2 Alopias. The
group also found several sperm whale teeth, whale vettebrae, whale phalanges, a porpoise periotic,
and a number of porpoise teeth. Other veI1ebrate finds included a large crocodile tooth, a seal
phalange, an auk ulna, a very nice coracoid from an unidentified bird, and several porcupine fish
mouth plates. Among the invertebrates collected were Conrad's murex, cone shells, and volute
shells. After emerging from the mine, many of us visited the fossil festival in Aurora, which

included impressive displays by area clubs, as well as many vendors. The festival also featured a
parade, and lectures by George Powell, Dave Bohaska, and others. We look forward to having our
usual 50 slots in the fall.
Big Brook. The weather was uncharacteristically glorious -- warm, dry, and sunny -- for the
June 1 field trip to this Cretaceous site at a stream near Freehold, NJ. A joint venture between the
CMMFC and the Delaware Mineral Society, the trip was led by Gene Hartstein, trip coordinator for
the Delaware club and also a Calvert-club member. Ten CM:MFC members and 7 collectors from
the DMS made the trip. For many from the Calvert club, this was the first time collecting in
Cretaceous material, and the fossils were interestingly different from the usual Miocene fare.
Everyone left with some nice shark teeth as well as a variety of other fossils. Shark tooth finds
included Squalicorax kaupi, Squalicorax pristodontus, Cretola1J1naappendiculata, and
Scapanorhynchus texanus. Other finds included belemnites, fish vertebrae, ray teeth, and Cretaceous
oysters and brachiopods, including two lovely e;.;:amplesof the brachiopod Chorisiothyrus plicata.
Finds of the day were a very nice sawfish rostral tooth (lschyrhiza mira), a lovely I-inch shark
vertebral centrum, a large shark coprolite, and a pristine 1-1/2" mosasaur tooth. Thanks to Gene
Hartstein for planning the trip, providing excellent directions, and patiently identifying finds (most
frequent identification: "No, that's just a concretion").
Note: Two good guides for identifying Cretaceous fossils such as those found at Big Brook
are available from the Delaware Geological Survey (302-831-2833):
Lauginiger, E. M., & Hartstein, E. F. [yes, that's Gene] A guide lO.fossil sharks, skates, and
rays from the Chesapeake and Delaware Canal area, Delmmre (1983). Open File
Report NO.2l';Delaware Geological Survey.
.
Lauginiger, E. M. Cretaceous.fossilsfrom 1heChesapeake and Delall'dre Canal. Special
Publication No. 18, Delaware Geological Survey.
Another very helpful source with excellent photographs is:
Welton, B. 1., & Farish, R. F. (1993). The collector's guide toJossil sharks and raysji·om the
Cretaceous of Texas. Lewisville, TX: Before Time. ISBN 0-9638394-0-3.
Trilobites II. On a blazing hot June 8 Herb Ermler led a group of 6 to three Devonian sites
in Virginia and West Virginia. The results were remarkably similar to those of the successful
Trilobites I trip last September. At a large road cut near Gainsboro, VA, the group found some nice
brachiopods, including the wing-shaped Mucrospirifer, as well as crinoids, gastropods, corals, and
many small quartz crystals. At Gore, VA, some partial trilobites were found. At an abandoned
quarry near Capon Bridge, WV, the group found numerous enrolled trilobites, cephalopods,
crinoids, and pelecypods. The find of the day, from Capon Bridge, was a complete head-to-tail
enrolled cast of a medium-sized Phacops rana. Photographed but not collected at Capon Bridge
was a portion of the cephalon (head) of a huge trilobite on the face of a boulder. We are once again
grateful to Herb for a great trip. However, everyone who went on the trip joins me in asking him to
order cooler weather next time.

Fossils: A Labor of Love
It was a pleasant, sunny Fall afternoon, that September 20, 1995- a beautiful day for an unveiling and dedication
ceremony.
Over a hundred people were crowded into the Media Center of George Mason Middle and
Junior/Senior High School in Falls Church, Virginia. There was an interesting mix of people- young students,
eager to see what the upcoming presentation would yield, local business people, teachers, community leaders,
and many whose interests revolved around the unusual world of paleontology.
This moving ceremony was the emotional culmination of a project which actually began six weeks before.
George Mason Principal Bob Snee called the group to order and introduced the creator, dedicator, and benevolent
provider for which the entire event was made possible. With a most humble, and bashful demeanor, George
Wallace Powell, Jr. stepped to the podium to address the crowd. He expressed his gratitude, thanked Mr. Snee
and read the following prepared statement (commenting that he was not used to making speeches):
"Thank you all for coming this afternoon. I am very honored to be here. Thirty one years ago when I ran- I
mean walked these hallways, I was not an honor student, a gifted athlete, nor did I graduate from George
Mason. I left school and joined the Navy on my seventeenth birthday in January of 1964 and went to Vietnam. I
have seen, done, and learned a lot since then. One thing was to get my G.E.D. at the age of thirty-two. 1 was
asked the other day why have I donated the fossils to George Mason- Why? Why because I think I should. On
the table are a couple hundred fossils that are to be used for hands-on study in the class rooms. While at first
glance all you see here in the display cases are teeth and bones, stop and take a closer look. You will see 112
fossils that represent forty-five species. They range in age from 100 thousand to 408 million years old.
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hope this donation adds to thatfoundation. I
You know today's achievements are the foundation of our future.
had a lot of help with this display. Mr. Don Mosher who got the idea started, Mrs. Dale of Dale Lumber
Company that not only made, but also donated the cases, Mr. Brown of Brown's Hardware, who donated his
time by cutting the plastic for me, Mr. David Wells who made all the labels and also donated his time, the staff
of George Mason- most of all I want to thank Principal Bob Snee for letting this all happen.
Thank you all very much. Now Bob, let's show them what you all came to see. "
There was no way for George to hide his feelings. With a lump in his throat and tears welling in his eyes, he
gratefully acknowledged the cheer and applause as the specimens and display were unveiled for all to see .
...George Powell was one of many students who attended George Mason High School during the years from
September of 1961 through January of 1964. The oldest of six children of George and Kate Powell of Falls
Church, George Junior left Mason two weeks before his seventeenth birthday and joined the United States Navy,
serving a tour in the Vietnam War.
Years later, in the Spring of 1980, George (then a 14-year veteran letter carrier for the United States Postal
Service) joined a friend for a fishing trip at a lake in Westmoreland County, Virginia. After catching their limit
of fish, the two decided to spend the remaining part of the day walking around the shore line of the nearby
Potomac River. George .found several fossils that day and has been hooked ever since.
Later in the same decade, George began to branch out and collect fossils at many other sites throughout the
middle Atlantic states of Maryland, West Virginia, and North Carolina. With each site, his collection had grown,
attracting the attention of many other amateur collectors. As he began his quest for further knowledge, George
;'.;
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sought the advice and direction of professional paleontologists at the Smithsonian Institution in Washington,
D.C. and Dr. Bretton Kent at the University of Maryland. Since then, his collection and knowledge have grown
tremendously .
...On a typical hot and humid suburban-Washington
July afternoon, George stopped by his regular lunch stop
near the post office. July was always hot, but 1995 was even more so than most. George found the cool
atmosphere of the restaurant a comforting respite from the demands of his daily postal delivery route. The
restaurant owners were most fond of George, as he had helped their son who was in the tenth grade get an A+ on
a school science project involving fossils earlier in the Spring.
Don Mosher, one of the regular customers of the eatery, had observed George assist the young man during
several Spring evenings earlier in the year as they worked on his assignment (which consisted of a display
showing the four basic types of shark and ray teeth and the dietary functions). This included a report identifying
each type of shark by their bite marks.
Since George and Don often talked during dining sessions at the establishment, Don was aware that George was
also an avid collector who had given many presentations at local schools, youth groups, and fossil clubs. At the
time, Don was working part-time in the evenings at George Mason school, aware that this was the facility in
which George had attended years before.
Unknown to George, Don then approached Principal Snee and inquired as to whether the school would be
interested in a fossil presentation by Mr. Powell.
Mr. Snee was more than interested and scheduled an
appointment to meet with George in determining the specifics. At their next lunchtime gathering, Don than told
George that the principal would like to see him in his office at 4PM the following Wednesday to which George
(forever the humorist) replied, "Not again- he's about 30 years late!"
Since he had given in excess of 25 presentations during the previous five years, George had no reason to believe
that this would involve anything of a different nature. Principal Snee then asked George to join him and one of
the school's science teachers to address the issue of fossils. After the introductions~ Principal Snee mentioned to
George, "So I understand that you would be willing to give a presentation at our school and donate some fossil
specimens from your personal collection for a permanent display." George was surprised, as he had never been
asked to provide a permanent display other than at the Aurora Fossil Museum in North Carolina .
...It was a scorching hot September day in the Lee Creek phosphate mine during the fall 1992 fossil collecting
season when the adventure began. (The Parotodus Adventure).
George was using a water pump, screens,
shovels, and a plethora of other tools to "work" a highly productive collecting site in this Nirvana of the fossil
world. Little did he know at the time, but George was in the early stages of collecting a true "one of a kind"
group of specimens- the only adult dentition of this shark species known! The site would eventually yield a
dentition consisting of 114 teeth, a rare one-of-a-kind Aetobatus stingray mouth plate-at 5" wide and 9 3/4" long,
one of the largest ever found, and a large (6 5/16" x 5 1/8") tooth from the Extinct Great White Shark
(Carcharocles megalodon)! Any of these alone would be considered an incredible "find of a lifetime".
In the years since, George would be working closely with Dr.
would lead to the production of a professional scientific study
engagements, and the creation of several series of casts (exact
also lead to a special presentation and donation of a set of casts
is one of the museum's most popular exhibits.
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Kent in an intense study of the dentition which
paper (still in manuscript), a series of speaking
colored model molds) of the finds. This would
to the Aurora Fossil Museum in May of 1994. It
'

Aurora Fossil Museum

(l\lay 28, 1994)

...George asked Principal Snee if the display would be a temporary exhibit (he had set up many of these in
libraries and other public community places including the Aurora Fossil Festival). Snee answered, "No, I mean a
permanent display." It didn't take George but a second to respond, "I would be !T1orethan honored to donate a
permanent display since I once attended George Mason but didn't allow myself the opportunity to graduate."
At this point George's mind began thinking of all kinds of unique ways to create a display in which the students
and visitors of the school could most benefit from. He considered this a personal mission to give a special part of
his own life work and achievement to a community institution which could equally share in the pride of
accomplishment from effort and the potential to learn from it!
...At home in his study, George began to draw conceptual sketches of the unusual display plans that had formed
in his mind. He truly wanted something very unique, yet professional and informative. He wanted the viewers to
see the specimens in a fashion quite different than the traditional means. In his mind, he envisioned each of 45
different species separately suspended from the back of each display case, giving a three-dimensional effect. The
entire concept was formed and later confirmed via a personal tour of six different types of exhibits.
As 'with an of his projects, George had kept a camera on site to record the progress pictoriaUy.
would later become a visual chronology of the progress of a dream to reality.

These photos

George smiled as the images on paper began to match the ideas that had formed in his mind. Each fossil species
would be attached to a clear piece of plastic with an identification label" suspended from the back of the display
case with painted finishing nails and aquarium air tubing. He would later canvass the community businesses for
lumber and other materials in order to build these "windows to a past life" for students and all members of the
community to see, learn from, and enjoy. The Dale Lumber Company later vindicated his vision by building the
cases with lumber in which they donated. George would then buy all of the plastic material and get Mr. Brown
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of Brown's Hardware to cut it to his measuremel1ts.and .specifications .. Mr. Brown donated the time and
resources to cut the plastic. The final bit of assistance needed was to create and research the text for the labels
and produce them in a manner to fit the needs of the display. This would be accomplished through the efforts of
Mr. David Wells, a friend and fellow fossil collector.
...Once he had gathered all of the resources, George was then faced with the task of how to combine all of them
to match the high expectations of his imagination and to meet the deadline of September 5, 1995. This was
necessary because the students would soon be back in school.
During the next week he set up a temporary workshop in the lobby next to the school office. He sanded, painted,
and stained the cases. At this point he had also painted the finishing nails, which would later be the foundation
of the display. He found it easier to drive them all into one piece of wood and paint them at the same time. This
made for a most curious display to onlookers who had no idea of what was going on. George found their
amusement to be quite entertaining, and offered no explanation as to their purpose.

August 31, 1995
Almost 200 nails were used in the display
(Note the Painted Finishing Nails in the upper
right area of this photo)

August 31, 1995
Constructing individual mounting
Approximately 180 were made for the

For the next three weeks, this "bed of nails" would further pique the curiosity of all except their creator. The
work area was then migrated into the Media Center. This provided George with greater privacy to. build his
project and prov~ded le~s of a distraction to the buz~ of activity that is part of gearing up for a new school year.

...The "blueprints" were laid out on a table in the Media Center, adjacent to the area where
be mounted.
George was well aware of his time line, but wanted everything to be
personally-collected collection of over 50,000 fossil specimens in various unique cases, he
a fine curator of one of the most impressive home displays in the area. Many amateur and
of the paleontology world have praised his finds and his ability to share and display them.
special occasion, nothing less than perfection would suit his satisfaction.

the cases would soon
''just right". With a
was renown for being
professional members
Since this was a truly

Posterboard was laid in each case for exact measurement. Maximizing all of his resources, George then used it
as a work surface to layout the design. The next step was to drill the holes for each of the 47 pieces of plastic
which would provide the three-dimensional effects. Each fossil was then placed in positions on its appropriate
plastic pedestal. Marks were made around the fossils indicating where each individual attachment was to be
made. After all of the plastic pedestals had their guide marks in place, he drilled approximately 450 holes, in
addition to the 200 holes already drilled. Out of approximately 650 holes drilled in total, only one mistake was
made and corrected immediately. This was a true testament to his dedication and meticulous approach to quality.
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Augllst 26, 1995
The fossils and plastic set out on posterboard for exact placement

September 2,1995
Labels being placed on plastic

September 2, 1995
Plastic tubing is put on the
finishing nails to provide
support for pedestals

Throughout this entire project, George had realized that he was truly on to something even bigger than his own
goal of providing his former school and community with the opportunity to learn more about the planet in which
we live- this could truly be an inspiration for other amateur fossil collectors to "give back" something to future
generations, too! As many celebrities in sports and entertainment sometimes provide their old neighborhoods
with assistance, everyday people who benefit from public resources and communities should think about doing
the same! Hopefully, this achievement would motivate other fossil collectors to take some time to provide their
·local schools, scouts, youth, and others with the opportunity to learn and enjoy from the fruits of this valuable
and unusual forum of recreation and education.

September 20, 1995
George standing between the
display cases and the table
containing the 400+ fossils
for classroom hands-on
studies
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September 20,1995
The permanent display located in the Media Center of
George Mason Middle and Junior/Senior High School
(10 feet wide, 4 feet high and 8 inches deep)
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...George asked two of the school's science teachers to uncover a collection of about 400 other fossil specimens
on a table near the main display. George had also donated these to the school for the students to use for hands-on
study purposes in the classrooms. At this time he then asked Principal Snee to assist him in unveiling the main
display. Still filled with the emotion of the situation, he stood proudly as the students and other members of the
crowd gazed in awe of the display. Several minutes later he then began to field many questions from the captive
gallery. It brought pleasure to his heart that the students truly appreciated his personal gift of effort and love to
their institution. Throughout the process, his hope and goal was to academically stimulate and challenge these
young minds so that they could continue in the learning process to a degree that he did not provide for himself.
In a wonderful way, the cycle was now complete and a real sense of accomplishment and inner peace had filled
his senses. After months of work, the "Labor of Love" was no longer a dream, but now a reality.

FOSSILS
While at first glance all you see here in the cases are teeth and bones, stop and take a closer look. You
wil1 see about 45 fossil species. They range in age from Devonian period (360 to 408 mil1ion years ago)
to Pleistocene epoch (l 00 thousand to 2 million years ago).
The size of fossil specimens is not always a true indication of the size of the animal that they are from.
For example, while the Extinct White Shark had 5" teeth and the teeth of a Whale Shark are only 118",
both of these sharks were about 40 feet long. The Extinct White Shark was a predator, it caught and ate
fish. The Whale Shark is a filter feeder, it eats plankton and small crustaceans. This is why the teeth are
so different.
Fossils tell us about the past. They show us how the plants or animals looked, walked, swam, flew,
crawled, lived, and sometimes how they died. Remember, today's 'plantS iindanimals may become
fossils in the future. Fossils can be a lot of fun to collect. You may not always find a huge number of
fossils when you go collecting, but one day you might find the largest, smallest or the first one of a kind.
I know, because I have had this happen to me more than once.
The photo above shows two of the major discoveries that I made in 1992. Not shown is a walrus skull
that I found in Aurora, North Carolina, in March of 1995, at the Lee Creek Phosphate Mine It is a new
species from the Pliocene epoch (4.5 million years ago). At the time this animal lived, the area of the
mine was a shallow, warm water sea with plenty of marine life. This is why it is a locality which has a
large amount of fossils of many different kinds.
I collected all of the fossils in the case in Virginia, Maryland, West Virginia, or North Carolina. I have
displayed and donated them with the hope that the real value of learning from them will give you insight
to a better future.
I would like to thank the following people for the help they have given me with this display: Don
Mosher, Mrs. Dale and the Dale Lumber Company, Mr. Brown of Brown's Hardware, David Wells, and
especially, Principal Bob Snee, for letting all this happen.
'.
George Wallace Powell, Jr.
September 1995

The actual plaque which is part of the display

Summary

Notes

George Powell is currently a 30-year veteran letter carrier for the United States Postal Service. He is the
President of the American Fossil Federation, a non-profit club of amateur fossil collectors based out of the
Washington, DC area. He is also a member of twelve other fossil clubs and is a member of the Board of
Directors of the Maryland Geological Society, based out of Baltimore, MD. George has donated many fossil
specimens to the Aurora Fossil Museum in Aurora, NC and the Smithsonian Institution's Museum of Natural
History in Washington, DC. Recently, George was part of a group which completed a pilot program of
educational classes designed to benefit amateur volunteers working with the Smithsonian Institution.
In addition to George's many contributions to the world of paleontology and the hobby/activity of collecting
fossils, this United States Navy veteran has also donated his time to his community in several other venues.
George is a charter member of the Sons of the American Legion- Post 130 and itsfirst Vietnam veteran member
in the state of Virginia to join the American Legion. George and his father became the first father and son
combination to American Legion Post 225 in the state of Virginia where he continues to hold dual membership.
He has also spent thirty years as a volunteer fireman in Falls Church, VA, starting as a private and reaching
the rank of Deputy Chief after 18 years.
George is very active at his Post Office, too. He was a Key Workerfor the Combined Federal Campaign, served
as Safety Captain for eighteen years, served as a member of the Employee Involvement Program and as its
coordinator for a term. George has assisted in training new employees for over ten years. He is popular with
his customers and the community in which he serves.
On May 25th and 26h, the Aurora/Richland Townships Annual Fossil Festival will honor George as its 1996
Fossil Master (Grand Marshall) of this two dayfestival in Aurora North Carolina.
On July 10th, 1996, George will donate the one-of-a-kind set of Parotodus benedeni Shark Teeth to the
Smithsonian Institution in Washington, DC.
I met George almost ten years ago on the beach collecting fossil shark teeth. We have shared many enjoyable
collecting trips since. He is truly a dedicated friend and colleague who has sacrificed much of his time to help
anyone who is in need or asks for assistance. This story is but one example of his effort to share the experience
and knowledge involving the world of paleontology. As a fellow amateur fossil collector, I join George in the
hope that others of our kind are inspired to do something of this nature for their own community and I applaud
his efforts.
- Fred Plumb
January 1996

Note:
At this time, it is expected that George Powell will have available full (approximately 64" x 36")
and half size (32" x 18") detailed line drawing ofthe Parotodus dentition. For further information and
details on how to place an order for this item in lamenated, poster form, or matted and framed styles,
please contact:
George Powell
2208 Los Pueblos Lane
Apartment 2
Falls Church, VA 22043-2278
:
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By: Terry
Cirrincione

I had a summer vision of discovery:
An unknown fossil lying there before me.
Slightly covered with wisps of shifting sand Its skeletal mass in view - at my command.
Its body lay upon a massive nest
Of oval eggs the beast had laid to rest.
What eggs were these, so tawny, large, and real?
What dinosaur was this? I knelt to feel
Its bones so hard, so old, so full of might.
Its teeth majestic, sharp -- It gave me fright.
Its spine was coiled; its head lay facing east.
What causes this creature to become deceased?
I stared in awe and gazed upon its claws,
Those talons curved and fIxed; it gave me pause
To think about the prey it must have caught.
The cunning ways it stalked - the battles fought.
It was Cretaceous; it was carnivorous I know.
It was ferocious, gigantic, a high-speed foe.
It was magnifIcent, this creature in the dust.
A new discovery! A name became a must!
What should I name it, this fossil of my dream?
A word to fIt this dinosaur extreme?
A name took shape! I gave myself A plus!
CARCHARODONTOSAURUS

TERRYCUS!

AMBER REVELS MAMMAL BONES FOR FIRST TIME

Terry Cirrincione

Amber has given us much information about our past. Within its hardened walls,
fossil remnants of insects, bird feathers, plant life, lizards, and frogs have told us about life
existing at an earlier time than scientist had once believed possible. But now a recent
discovery of mammal bones (partial backbone and ribs of a shrew-like animal) in a sample
of Dominican Republic amber tells scientists about vertebrate animals that lived at lease 18
million years ago on the islands of the Greater Antilles which hints at a former bridge to
the West Indies.
In an article printed in THE NEW YORK TIMES, April 16, 1996, Dr. Ross
MacPhee, a curator of mammology, and Dr. David Grimaldi, a specialist in amber fossils,
at the American Museum of Natural History in New York City announced the discovery of
the first authenticated mammal bones in amber. The bones are well preserved. There are
some thin strips of matter along the backbone that may be ligaments. The fossil bones now
alter thinking on how land animals, related to South American species, made it to the
islands in the first place. One theory is that the large islands of Cuba, Hispaniola, Jamaica,
and Puerto Rico "3ppear to have risen permanently above sea level around 40 million
years ago. Then about 32 million years ago, there was a sharp drop in sealevel, which
geologists think exposed a short-lived peninsula or closely spaced islands that ran north
from South America along the present outline of the island chains of the Caribbean Sea.
When the sea rose again, animals would have been isolated on the remaining separate
, islands."
What is so amazing to mankind is how much history changes each day with each
discovery!
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proposal

prompts'
protest
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.BY BRUCE HAMIL TON
Re<:order Staff Reporter

'. People all over the county.
!).ave a bone to pick with a Huntingtown man who wants to hunt
for underwater fossils, They're
fighting tooth and whale to stop
him.
. James Earman is a fossil collector who re<:ently applied to the '
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to I
most
of CalvertBay
Coundredgeof the coast
Chesapeake
off .

II

ty. When the corps sent out a pub-I
lic notice on his proposal, it start- "
ed a furor.
:
Scientists, environmentalists;
.
public and private citizens sent letters to the c.orps p'rotesting the
waS established by the time the
project. A large, firm opposition •.
comment period ended May 15, in~ ,
1'

eluding
a letter from
countyof
commissioners.
At thetheheart

I

I"

tions about naturer:ownership, 'and
individual rights. .i·,
'. .
. "It just kind of. shocke!Lme,"
the con.t.rov.ers.y' are~ough. qlle.,~said CommiSsioner! Linda Kelley,:
saying the board's Jetter was InQti- .~
vated by a sense of stewardship
I
for the bay. "We have enough sed-'

j

iment commissioners
and turbidity in the
water," ','
said
President
'.
Hagner Mister. "We've been trying
J'

to
the work
qualityit of
water ,
of enhance
the bay, not
likethe
a field."
"I was absolutely appalled,"
said Kirsti
Uunila, a historic
preservation
spedalist.
"That's
'my professional opinion. It's taking one resource' for profit at the
expense of others ... it's for an indi:vidual's gain rather than the common good." The idea, said Parkers Creek Task Force member
Robert Pfeiffer, "takes some real

--------

F.:ECOF.:DEF.:

chutzpah."
Earman works for the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corp. in Virginia. He also runs "Miocene Monsters," a business that include'> ;
buying, selling, and trading fossils. :
His chief interest, however, is col-'
lecting.
A member of the Calvert Marine Museum's fossil club, Earman'!
says he built a 16-by-30 foot addi-!
tion on his house just to hold speci-'
mens. He's an avid fossil enthusiast who was unprepared for the explosive reaction he's received.
"I've been diving out in.the bay
for five years this summer," he
said. Earman, 33, is fascinated by
natural' discovery and has spend
over 250 hours underwater.
He's
aware of that fossils can be delicate and he knows that retrieving
them takes time and care,' "If·
you're competent enough to deal
with those kinds of things, it
shouldn't be a problem," he said.
His,proposal involves using a
machine known. as a gold dredge,
and he thinks the name has confused people. "I think the problem
,here is the'word 'dre4ge.' Uyou
uSed the wordVaCUUIl1,it would ~
different," he said. The dredge uses a 3-5 horsepower engine to suck'
material through a four-inch tube
onto a boat. "What I'm doing is so '
small-scale," he added.
The commissioners' letter of op- .
position listed three major con- .i
cerns. It cited the poteritial impae:t .
on 'archaeological and paleontolog- .'
ical resources as well as possibly •
disturbing dyster beds.
'
Mike Gdttfried, curator of the
marine museum's paleontology department, !knt a letter expressing
similar corcerns. He also noted
that Earman's proposal didn't include a tinletable, indicating that
he is asking for open-ended permission to dredge indefinitely.
Gottfrietl applauded Earman,
however, for going through official
channels. A lot of people dig and
hunt for fossils illegally, he said,
In Maryland, it is oilly legal to collect them on the beach. To dig in a
cliff, one has to have permission

from a property owner, since ownership extends to the mean high
tide line. Below the line, or underwater, is considered state property.
State Underwater Archaeologist
.Susan Langley has requested a
survey of the entire area. Earman's proposal includes a map indicating he would dredge most of
the coast. Langley said the area
includes submerged shipwrecks
and may contain other artifacts
that could be damaged by dredge
ing. "We know there are remains
in that area," she said, but "we
haven't inventoried
the entire
bay."
..
Langley, a state employee in
the Department of Housing and
Community Development,
said
she's received numerous calls from ~
private citizens saying, essentially,
"stop this." From Solomons to
Chesapeake Beach, people are concerned about the proposal.
One reason citizens object is
that the dredging would cut beachcombers off' at the pass. In other
.words, people who hunt teeth and I
bones"OrlIand don't want Earmanl
to takethethebeacl~..·
fossils before they can
\
reach
c',
Critics of the plan raise several. i
questions,inclu~:
If ?ne man is~~]
allowed to do, this,' what s to stop a;\
bevy of boaters from dredging the
bay's bottom? Is Earman's ~dea ..'
about discovery or destructIon?
"
Can anyone claim ownership of I
whale vertebrae, a porpoise skull':
or tiny tiger shark incisors?::!
Should fossil hunting be regulated,'.'
or is it fInder's keepers?
.
Earman will have a chance to
respond to all the public comments
sent to the corps before the agency
grants or denies his application ..
Whether or not he is allowed to use ,
:'1

keep gold
scanning
the shore.
. "
the
dredge,
he'll probably
"It's quite
therapeutlc,
he,
said-' when you look for fossil~,

I

I

you'regettreasure
hunting.
you
a special
feeling,"There:s
as If
an' amazing amount of s~uff that s
out there, .. You're walkmg along .1
the beach, enjoying mother na- '.
ture."

THE RECORDEP

Setting
record
straight

i:.·/2E,/'JC

on dredging
To the Editor:
The article by reporter Bruce
Hamilton, in The Recorder on May
.>1, about my application for a
'lredge license, contains an unfair
Jmount of inaccuracy. There also
have been many statements made
by commissioners, state employees, and the general public that inaccurately portray the methods
that I intend to use. I do not wish
to brow beat Mr. Hamilton. I only
.\ish to clarify the reportedinaccur-acies in order to facilitate an honest diaiog.
Mr. Hamilton states that, "He
also runs 'Miocene Monsters' a
DUSinesSthat includes buying, sell.
ing, and tradingJossils. His chief
mterest, however is collecting."
Although a portion of this statement is correct, the allegation that
I sell my finds is incorrect.
:\fiocene Monsters is a name I
adopted years ago. Other fossil
hobbyists had a logo, and I felt

NOZZ t=L
VAC uum
Fig. 86

Scree.i')
( So,f\J I" ')

I would like to bring forward used are consistent with this code. tifacts become bits of well polished
one of the practices that have been'
It was reported that "State Un- bones that belonged to something
used for years in the acquisition of derwater Archaeologist Susan Lan· ~fore they made the long destruc~
seafood on .the bay. Mounted on i gley has requested a survey of the; lIve trek towards shore. Most of
the side of a large work boat, a entire area. Earman's proposal in· the time they are broken up and
clam dredge incorporates a 120-220 i cludes a map indicating he would become lodged in the sandbars~
horsepower gas or diesel engine. dredge most of the coast." The What I am attempting to do is res~
This powers a p~p'. which drives map. that was sent to the Corps of cue these specimens before they
water down an eIght mch tube to a Engmeers gave general ideas of I are naturally destroyed. In the
p~essur~ head. T~e head contains areas to search. T~ is because I past. while diving, I found Whale
:l~
SiX-toeI~ht rotatmg nozzles that the Calvert FormatiOn extends' speCImens that were crush'
I

that
I should
I hunt
are nozzle.
PlfShing,T~is
120 pounds
pressure
County through
by patience
nature. By
takh. .Jts
fossils
becausedoIthe
amsame.
intrigued
by' I per
~ furnofjetted
into! (from
most AnneArundel
of Calvert County.
I have /'mangled
of time and
to reconStruct
the events of past history. I want the b~ttom dlggmg three. feet or .asked for and expect approval to tI:ese artifacts, have been able to
: 0 know why these animals became ~ore mto the sand or ~lIl reach- go to any of the many sites in this. pIece t~gether some of the puzzl~
2xtinct and what bearing this has m~ hard bottom. A stainless steel general area. Even·though I have that thIS past marine life repre"
,)n present planetary conditions.
w~e me.sh conveyor belt three feet 250 ho~rs. underwater exploring, sents. ~ather than exploiting
I have no motive to barter or WIde brmgs the clams to the sur· the majorIty of these areas are still these artifacts my intention is td
sell an item which holds such per- face to be collected.
unexplored.
preserve, educate, and exhibit.
sonal and historical significance
By;contract .1treat the removal
Anot~e.r staten:ent. made "One
I have been asked questions
for a short·term financial gain. of delicate fOSSIlsas an art rather· :eason CItizensobject IS the dredg- about frequency and duration of.
Some of these items are so signifi. ;than ahars~ machinery process. I mg would cut beachcombers off at work. To what depth will you be'
cant that they advance our present ;use dental plck~, brushes, and glue the pass. In other words, people dredging and' the discharge rate o~
~nowledge and concepts of the jto extract fossils on land .. When wh~ hunt teeth and bones on land the dredge? M~ three-five horse~
events that have occurred. I added under~ater, one needs dIfferent d?n t want Earman to take the fos- power motor mIght move 12 cubic
:-oomto the back of my cabin in or- ;tools like vacuuI!! and wa~erpicks siis b7,fo~e they can reach the ~eet a ?our. The depth of vacuum~
ier to house and preserve these: such ~s a d~ntI~t uses m your beach. I ve been beach collecting mg WIll be surface sand with a:
:'inds.
. ! mouth. I don t think people under· for over 20 years. The fossils that screen over the muzzle oUhe four
Mr. Hamilton stated that "The i sta~d what is involved in the col· , one finds on shore have recently inch tube. Weekends an~ pending;
dredge uses a 3-5 horsepower en.. l~ctmg and rec~nstr~ction of fos- erode~ out of the cliffs which then weather and water conditions
gine to suck material through a siis. I have hls.toncal.ly. taken ~eposlt themselves between the along with a full time job, will
:our-inch tube onto a boat." First ~reat Cilre both m obtammg my fIrst sandbar and the beach due to leave me with limited windows of
I don't own a boat; second the sand fmds but also properly displaying tidal action.
opportunity. I believe the permit
'hat would be temporarily moved these wonder:>.. I am a membe~ 9f
One of t~e f~~t t~gs I learned that would be issued is god for only:
.\'ould stay underwater, replacing MAU~ (M.antlme. ArchaeologIcal about fossIl dlvmg IS that these three years.
,
:tself directly behind me on the and HIstorIcal SOCIety.)
,shark teeth and vertebrate don't
In closing, the major obstacle
"ame sandbar. I actually scuba .. A f~w year~ ag.o I .decided to wash up on shore. , The black teeth seems to be thiltI' am setting a:
dIve during this process. The vac- Jom this or~amzatlO~ m o~der to that I fmd dlvmg, a.re covered with precedent. Rules and guidelines
uum apparatus, a lawnmower €n- le~~~ techmques to Improve my barnacles and marIne growth, and may need to be implemented. En~
gine that turns a pump, sits on the abIlItIes.to document and pr~Serve are .never found on shore. Materi· closed is a drawing of the machine.
water surface in a truck tire inner t~e fOSSilsthat I wa~ collectm~.. I al lIke teeth and bones are de- Thank you for your time.
""" .
tube. My convictionsare that any SIgned a code of ethiCSwhen Jom· stroyed by nature when left long
James Earman
method of collecting that would ing ~his club as with any of the 15 enou.gh.
Huntingtown
damage any fossils would be irre-. fOSSIlclubs that I belong to. My
Like the rock tumbler you got
~p()nsibleand foolish.
fossil collecting and the techniquE;s. for your kids, underwater these ar-
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CROSSING THE LINE
By

Donald

Dickson

II

The following is my per50nal opinion of a practice, not a condemnation of a person, or persons. This
opinion is based on a practice I feel is very wrong. Before I get into that, I would like to begin by saying
that amateur fossil collecting is a hobby. AI. with most hobbies there are responsibilities that those who
participate should follow. Some of these for fossil collecting are: obtaining permission to collect from
pl1vate land owners, taking out any trash you bring in, refraining from overcollecting or picking up
everything in sight, refraining from illegal digging, etc. However, the most important responsibility is site
conservation.
Site conservation means keeping in mind the ability of the site to handle collecting. Some sites can
stand more collecting than others. For instance the beaches of Calvert Cliffs can, and have, handled large
numbers of collectors with shovels and screens. Unfortunately, the more vulnerable Bowie Cretaceous site
is an example of how ignorance and greed overtook the importance of site conservation. The destruction
of a productive fossil site should be unthinkablel Site conservation can be achieved only by the methods
of responsible collectors.
There are a number of methods used by amateur fossil collectors. The responsible ones may use
shovels and screens, but do not overcollect, dig illegally (when no one is looking) or overvisit sites. Sadly,
there are some collectors who take the shamefully greedy approach. These selfish collectors ignore their
responsibilities because they have to have the most or the best quality specimens for their collections.
Greed has unfortunately overshadowed the responsibilities of these collectors. This greed has recently
~'Irfaced in the fonn of a dredge.
A fellow collector recently applied to the Army Corps of Engineers for a permit to use a dredge to
collect fossils in the Chesapeake Bay. In that persons defense, the proposed dredge is not largeconsisting of a 3·,5 lIP engine and a 4 inch intake. However, even if L••e dredge were smaller, or industrial
sized, the arguments against it would remain the same. I feel that the USeof the dredge is very wrong,
even if it is only to collect fossils for that person's private collection. This says to me, "Well if I dig in the
bay where no one else has, I bet I can find great specimens that no one else could match". In other words,
greed. Greed has many aspects that collectors may not be aware of, or choose to ignore.
What effect would a dredge have on the ecolQgy of the site? What about the effect on the ecology of
the entire Bay? The possible effects on the Bay's natural ability to regulate itself and recover from further
nUlnmade damages is a question that may not have been fully addresse4 if such an undertaking has never
been done before. Do we really want fossil collectors to have a hand in the downfall of the Bay because
we have become too greedy? Nol In the 6 years I have been actively collecting, I have witnessed more
and more people turn this bobby into a competitiw sport. Friendly competition has its pla~, however,
ideas like the use of a dredge could also cause scientists to seek a law banning amateurs from collecting.
In closing, I remind my fellow fossil collectors that each of US has a responsibility to help preserve
fossil sites, the Chesapeake Bay, to our hobby and to each other. None of us should stand for watching
greed overshadow this being a hobby (with its responsibilities), and not let it become a competitive sport.
But most of all, once dredges are permitted for fossil collecting, a potentially damaging precedent will
have been set. If you really care about this hobby and its future, use your voice in your clubs and local
governments to help shoot down the request. There is a fine line between friendly competition and
downright greed. Let us draw that line here and nowll

THE CMM FOSStl ClVD
"CODE OF ETHtCS"
I will strive to increase my knowledge of paleontology and share this information with
members of the club and the public.
I will make available fossil material for examination, under reasonable terms, by
professional and non-professional paleontologist, to further the study of
paleontology •
I will respect both private and public property and will do no collecting on privately
owned land without the owner's permission.
I will keep informed on all law, regulations or rules governing collecting on public
lands and will observe them.
I will, to the best of my ability, ascertain the boundary lines of property on which
I plan to collect.
I will cause no willful damage to property of any kind - fences, signs, buildings, etc.
I will fill all excavation holes which may be dangerous.
I will abide by sound ecological ethics when field collecting.
I will cause no willful da~age
I can reasonably use.

tJ' collecting material and will take home only what

I will leave all collecting areas devoid of litter, regardless of how found.
I will cooperate with field-trip leaders and those in designated authority in all
collecting areas.
I will report to the Society officers, CMM officials or other authorities, any
scientifically significant material which should be protected for the enjoyment
of future generations for public educational and scientific purposes.
I will appreciate and protect our heritage of nature resources.
I will not engage in any for profitl commercial activities involving any fossil (s)
collected as a direct result of a CMMFC field trip or other activity.
I will observe the "Golden Rule", andwill at all time conduct myself in a manner
which will add to the stature and public ~'Image" of. collectors everywhere.

EPILOGUE

The last article in our newsletter, brings to light a lesson that each of us has heard time and
time again, COLLECTING NEAR THE CLIFFS IS DANGEROUS! Perhaps some of our newer
members are unaware of the danger that exists. Huge sections of the cliffs can come crashing down at
any moment and if you are in the way, chances for survival are slim.
During the winter months the cliffs freeze, then with the coming of spring, they begin to thaw
and allow tons of earth and clay to separate and fall to the beach below. the spring rains heighten the
problem, along with the high ",inds of thunder storms that play havoc with the trees which are
clinging to the edge at the top of the cliffs. Seasoned collectors refer to these areas of displaced cliffs as
"slumps". A slump or downed tree, may indicate a section ofthe cliffs which is still unstable. Small
chunks of material raining down the face of the cliff should alert to a possible collapse. Remember,
mother nature does not play by the rules, a collapse can occur in any season and in any weather.
It is not my intent for you to fear the cliffs, but to respect them. As you collect along the beach,
and get lost in the beauty and peacefulness of the Chesapeake Bay, try to remain aware of these ever
present dangers. Rely on good old common sense, and if it doesn't feel right or look right, then it
probably isn't. Always collect with care.
Skip Snelson
President
--
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Section of Calvert Cliffs
Collapses and Kills Girl
12- Year-Old Buried During Walk With Familj
By Todd Shields
w..m.,too

Post Sbf! Writer

A section of the renowned Calvert
Cliffs broke loose and buried a 12year-old girl in dirt, killing her as she
was walking along the Chesapeake
Bay shore in Southern Maryland
with her mother and brother, police
said yesterday.
Wendy M. Miller, of Lusby, died
Sunday at the base of a ISo-foot-tall
cliff near Driftwood Beach in Lusby,
according to the Calvert County
Sheriffs Department.
"It's just a totally freak accident.
They were just walking. They
weren't doing any digging at an,said Lt. Thomas Buckler Jr. "It was
jlSt bad timing:
The Calvert Cliffs, known for rich
fossil lodes, run for about 30 miles
aloog Calvert County's shore. The
cliffs are eroding and regularly shed
rocks and dirt, and fossil-hunters are
adroonished not to climb them.
Police said they could not recall
another person killed by debris from
the cliffs.

Wendy; her mother; Debra Miller;
and Wendy's younger brother,
Shawn, left Driftwood Beach for a
shoreline stroll sometime before 3
p.m., police said.
Mi11erand her son had ranged a
few yards ahead when they heaid
the dirt slide from the cliff face behind them. They turned but cquIp
not see Wendy, Buckler said.
Mother and son ran to the' ditt
slide and searched, but could not find
the girl, Buckler said. The son rim
back to the beach about 200 ymIs
away to ask for help, and some oftlte
volunteer rescuers noticed the girl;s
hair and dug her out.
.
Attempts to revive the girl failed.
Rescue teams had to bring a boat to
shore to remove her because the
beach was too rugged for vehicles.
The dirt slide apparently was the
second within a week at the same
spot. The first slide left a pile of debris. "She was on the side of that
when another part of the embankment slid down; Buckler said.
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